Abstract. 2014 Gold atom implantation into a silicon substrate, which is induced by MeV electron irradiation, has been examined by a combination of high voltage electron microscopy and high resolution electron microscopy. Gold atoms are implanted into the silicon substrate preferentially in the direction of incident electron beam. With increasing total dose of electrons gold-implanted regions become amorphous. With continued irradiation the amorphous gold-enriched region migrates in the substrate in the incident beam direction.
Nowadays foreign atom implantation into a solid is carried out mainly by ion implantation. This ion implantation has now matured into an indispensable part of semiconductor technology. However in this method, the introduction of foreign atoms is limited to regions or positions right beneath the free surface of the solid. Furthermore, severe cascade damages are inevitably caused in the implantation regions.
Recently, a unique, foreign-atom implantation technique in which irradiation effects of high energy (mega electron-volts) electrons are made use of, was proposed by Fujita. The outline of the technique is as follows [1, 2] . First, a dopant phase comprising a target element is deposited either on the surface or inside of the substrate. Here it is favorable that the target, dopant atom has a larger scattering cross-section for atom displacement than that of the solvent atom which constitutes the substrate. For example, such a combination of an element with a high atomic number and a low melting point as a dopant and another element with a low atomic number and a high melting point as a substrate will be preferred. The composite material is then irradiated with electrons having an energy greater than the corresponding threshold energy for atom displacement. Under irradiation the target atom in the dopant phase preferentially suffers elastic collisions with electrons and recoils with sufficient energy to intrude into the substrate. The repetition of the intrusion will result in the implantation of the target atom into the substrate.
In this implantation technique, various advantages due to making use of electron beam as the primary irradiation beam can be fully utilized [3] . Namely, with the use of a microbeam of electrons, the implantation can be confined into a narrow region of the order of 2-3 nm in diameter. The implantation can be done without fear of contamination from the primary beam itself. Furthermore, the size and shape of the dopant-implanted region can precisely be controlled by changing the aperture angle of the electron beam. Therefore, by controlling these factors implantation can be performed on the surface or inside of a substrate material in a variety of scales. Through a systematic study by the authors' group, which has been carried out with the use of the 3 MV high voltage electron microscope (HVEM), it has been revealed that this technique is applicable not only to systems with metallic substrates but also to those with nonmetallic substrates [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In the present work, in an attempt to gain an insight into the mechanism behind the foreignatom implantation into semiconductor substrates, gold atom implantation into a silicon substrate has been examined by a combination of HVEM and high resolution electron microscopy (HREM). Electron irradiation experiments were carried out using a Hitachi HU-2000 type HVEM operated at 2 MV Prior to irradiation, bright-field images (BFIs) were taken from an area of a foil sample, as schematically shown in figure la. The foil sample was then rotated by 90 degrees along an axis vertical to the electron beam and was irradiated with 2 MeV electrons, as illustrated in figure lb. The irradiation temperature and maximum flux of electrons were 170 K and -2.4 x 1024 m-2 s-1, respectively. After irradiation the foil sample was rotated by 90 degrees back to the original orientation, and BFls were taken from the same area, as depicted in figure lc. In this manner a "cross-sectional" view of the irradiated area, as depicted in figure 1 (c). In this manner a "cross-sectional" view of the irradiated area was obtained.
After irradiation experiments in the HVEM, the samples were transferred to a Hitachi H-9000 type HREM equipped with a tilting device (± 10 degrees) and operating at 300 kV (Cs = 0.9 mm). High-resolution images were recorded under axial illumination at approximate Scherzer focus, with a point resolution better than 0.19 nm. The diameter of the objective aperture used was 20 Mm which was large enough to include the 400 reflection of silicon. Optical diffraction patterns were taken from high-resolution negatives using a neon laser on an optical bench. 3 . Results and discussion.
An example of gold-atom implantation which was induced by 2 MeV electron irradiation is shown in figure 2 . Figure 2a is in the alignment illustrated in figure la. In this micrograph, gold particles which are embedded in the silicon matrix, appear dark. After taking this micrograph, the foil sample was rotated by 90 degrees and was irradiated with 2 MeV electrons for 7.2 ks in the alignment presented in figure lb. During electron irradiation, a focussed beam of approximately 3 ¡Lm in diameter was always fixed at a position close to particle E. Since the flux profile of the electron beam was approximately Gaussian [9] , a maximum total dose of electrons were deposited at a maximum flux on such particles as located close to particle E (i.e., particles B, C, E, and F) whereas a reduced total dose were deposited at a reduced flux on those far from particle E (i.e., particles G to I). After irradiation the foil sample was rotated back to the original orientation, and the same area as shown in figure 2a figure 2b , respectively. The distance over which particles C and F have moved, is as long as 400 nm. Annealing experiments have revealed that not only particles seen at positions A to F' but also such grey regions as produced in the wake of these particles are in an amorphous state. The grey contrast of these regions mainly comes from the difference in the atomic scattering factor between gold and silicon. On the other hand, as seen in figure 2b , particles on which a reduced total dose of electrons were deposited at a reduced flux (i.e., particles G to I) have shown no such migration of their centers of gravity and only regions which appears somewhat grey are produced at the back of these particles. The grey contrast of these regions again comes from the difference in the atomic scattering factor between gold and silicon. All these facts indicate that gold atoms are knocked off from target gold particles and are implanted into the silicon matrix, and the concentration profile of gold depends not only on the total dose of electrons but also on the flux. Figure 3a is a high resolution electron micrograph of a gold-implanted region (double-arrowed) at an early stage of electron irradiation. The arrow marked by letter e in this figure again indicates the incident beam direction. It is evident from this micrograph that the gold-implanted region which extends at the back of the target gold particle (marked by letter T) is in an amorphous figure 3b are 111 systematic reflections of fcc gold. The optical diffractogram taken from the gold-implanted region (i.e., Fig. 3c) shows only an amorphous halo. A preliminary AES study of this amorphous phase has revealed that in this amorphous Au-Si alloy the p orbital of silicon forms a new p-d hybrid with the d orbital of gold [10] . Fig. 3. -a) A high resolution electron micrograph showing the gold-implanted region (*) which was formed at the back of a target gold particle (T). The arrow marked by letter e indicates the incident beam direction. The gold-implanted region is in an amorphous state. Figures (b) , (c), and (d) are optical diffractograms taken from areas which correspond to the target gold particle, the gold-implanted region, and the silicon matrix, respectively, in figure (a). 
